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Lift and Look books tell Bible stories using colorful board-and-foam pages with cutouts that little

fingers can remove. Each removable foam piece hides a surprise picture.
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All kids seem to love this book. I have given this as a gift to 6 different children (both boys and girls)

now over the past 4 years and all they have all loved it. I now have a daughter of my own and

bought this for her. It was one of her favorite books when she was first getting into books and being

able to actually look at the pictures (around 4 months) and it has continued to be one of her

favorites (she is now 11 months). The pictures are nice and bright, each of the foam pieces when

you take it out has a picture underneath the foam piece. As my daughter grows different features of

the book interest her. She is now enjoying pulling each of the foam pieces out by herself and is

starting to get interested in trying to fit them back (that will be too difficult for her to do on her own for

a little while yet). There is another lift and look book called "Bible Animals" that we also bought but

that one does not seem to interest my daughter as much as this one. I don't know what exactly it is

about this book but I have yet to find a child that doesn't like it. I highly recommend it.

We borrowed a co-workers book of the same series and our daughter loved it. We got this one since



the other was not available at the time. She loves pulling the pieces out and putting them back in.

Each piece is color coded to the page also.My one complaint about the product is the fact the

pieces fit too snug into the pages. It makes it hard to remove or replace the pieces

sometimes.Overall I would recommend this book for any young child to learn some dexterity.

I bought this as a gift for a 2 year old little boy I know. The interaction along with biblical teaching is

awesome!! Great buy!

I like this book because it is sturdy and the removable parts are not flimsy and cheap like others I

have bought. I also like that when you remove the parts there is a colorful image below. My 15

month old cannot pull the parts out by herself yet but she loves to have help removing them and

putting them back in place.

Great way to introduce youngsters to the biblical account with a unique tactile appeal. It does

commit the common error of making the ark look too small but I don't think this is the end to a good

biblical education just a fun start.

We have several of these Standard Publishing Lift and Look books and they are great! My son (18

months) has been learning about the story of Noah's Ark in his Bible classes and we're excited to

hear him look at the pictures and say "Noah," "ark," "rainbow," and the names of the animals. I

recommend these books to parents of toddlers.

Just wish it had more than 4 pages..

We purchased this for our young grandson. His name is Noah. We were told that this book has

been a continued success over and over. We would recommend this book.
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